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ABSTRACT
A plug
plug for use in stemming2 a blast hole having3. an explo
p

sive charge therein. The plug comprises a wedge mem

ber and a stabilizing structure on the wedge member.
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wedge member facing inwardly toward the explosive
charge, with the narrow end of the wedge member
facing outwardly toward the mouth of the blast hole,
with the central axis of the wedge member generally
coincident with the central longitudinal axis of the blast
hole, and with the stabilizing structure in close proxim
ity to the side walls of the blast hole. The stabilizing
structure is engageable with the side walls of the blast
hole for resisting forces tending to tilt the wedge mem
ber away from a position in which the central axis of the

wedge member is generally coincident with the central

longitudinal axis of the blast hole.
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hole
at
the
proper
orientation;
and the provision of such
BLAST PLUG AND STEMMING CONSTRUCTION
1

a blast plug that is inexpensive to manufacture.

FOR BLAST HOLES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5

This invention relates to a blast plug and stemming
construction for explosive loaded blast holes.
Blasting is used in construction and mining to frag
ment solid rock so that it can be removed. A number of

blast holes are drilled and filled with explosive charges 10
which are detonated to produce shock waves that rup
ture the surrounding rock. There are a number of pa
rameters that govern the effectiveness of a blast, includ
ing geologic structure, the size and spacing of the blast 15
holes, the burden (distance to the free face), the type,
amount, and placement of explosive, the sequence of
detonation, and the stemming technique used.
Stemming is the plugging of the blast hole to prevent
the escape of blast gasses. This is important because the 20
blast gasses perform the primary work of the blast. If
the blast gasses escape, the effectiveness of the blast is
diminished, wasting explosive and requiring additional
blasting which entails additional risk and increased dril
ling, labor, and material costs. Stemming is also impor 25
tant because escaping gasses create an overpressure or
air concussion causing objectionable noise and possibly
causing personal injury or property damage.
U.S. Pat. No. 4,754,705 to Worsey, incorporated
herein by reference, describes a steaming construction 30
having a tapering wedge-shaped blast plug. The plug is
positioned in the blast hole outwardly of an explosive
charge with its narrower end facing outwardly toward
the mouth of the blast hole. Upon detonation of the
explosive charge, the plug is driven outward into stem 35
ming material in the blast hole to wedge the stemming
material laterally against the walls of the blast hole. A
stabilizing rod extends endwise from the narrow end of
the plug and resists forces tending to tilt the plug rela

tive to the blast hole. Optionally, the rod may be pro
vided with discs to help center the rod and the plug in

40

45

member away from a position in which the central axis
of the wedge member is generally coincident with the
central longitudinal axis of the blast hole. Upon detona
tion of the explosive charge the wedge member is
adapted to be driven outwardly into stemming material
in the blast hole to force the stemming material laterally
outwardly toward the side walls of the blast hole.

Another aspect of the present invention involves a

Stemming construction employing the blast plug.
These and other advantages and features of the pres
ent invention will be in part apparent and in part
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a section on line 3-3 of FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of an alternative
50

55

reduces the effectiveness of the stemming.

embodiment of a blast plug of this invention with por
tions broken away to show that the stabilizing structure
is formed as a piece separate from the wedge member;
FIG. 4A is an enlarged partial side elevation of the
blast plug of FIG. 4 showing the connection of the
wedge member to the stabilizing structure;
FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 1 showing an alterna
tive embodiment of a blast plug similar to the blast plug
of FIG. 4 except the stabilizing structure includes a
plurality of stabilizing segments spaced around the
wedge member;

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Among the objects of the present invention may be
noted the provision of an improved blast plug; the pro
vision of a blast plug having a stabilizing structure capa
ble of stabilizing the plug during insertion in a blast
hole; the provision of such a plug having a stabilizing
structure which is relatively compact so that the plug
may be conveniently packaged and stored; the provi
sion of such a blast plug which is easy to insert in a blast

proximity to the side walls of the blast hole. The stabi

lizing structure is engageable with the side walls of the
blast hole for resisting forces tending to tilt the wedge

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a blast plug of the
present invention as it would be installed in a blast hole;
FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the blast plug shown in

Increasing the length of the aforementioned stabiliz
ing rod increases the stability of the plug, i.e., decreases

be properly oriented (e.g., the plug may be tilted rela
tive to the blast hole). Even if the plug is properly in
serted, without a stabilizing device it may tilt due to
slumping of powder and stemming material in the hole.
Improper orientation of the plug within the blast hole

ber. The wedge member tapers in an outward direction
from a relatively wide base to a relatively narrow end
and has a central axis extending endwise with respect to
the wedge member. The stabilizing structure extends
generally axially with respect to the wedge member
from adjacent the base of the wedge member. The plug
is adapted to be positioned in the blast hole with the
base of the wedge member facing inwardly toward the
explosive charge, with the narrow end of the wedge
member facing outwardly toward the mouth of the blast
hole, with the central axis of the wedge member gener
ally coincident with the central longitudinal axis of the
blast hole, and with the stabilizing structure in close

pointed out hereinafter.

the blast hole.

the tendency of the plug to tilt relative to the blast hole.
Generally, good stability requires a long rod. However,
the longer the rod, the more expensive it is to manufac
ture and ship.
Often, the rod is used to orient the plug in the blast
hole but removed when the plug is in position. Since, in
this case, the rod is not fixed to the plug, the plug may
come loose from the rod during insertion and may not

The blast plug of this invention is adapted for use in
stemming a blast hole having an explosive charge
therein. The blast hole has side walls, an outwardly
opening mouth and a central axis extending longitudi
nally of the blast hole. The plug comprises a wedge
member and a stabilizing structure on the wedge mem

FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of the blast plug of

FIG. 5, the plug being shown removed from the blast
hole;

FIG. 7 is a top plan view of the blast plug of FIG. 6;

and
65

FIG. 8 is a section on line 8-8 of FIG. 7.

Corresponding reference characters indicate corre
sponding parts throughout the several views of the
drawings.

3
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

toward the mouth 24 of the blast hole 20. As the stem

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

ming material 40 inside the sleeve 42 is forced laterally
outwardly against the wall 44 of the sleeve 42, the wall
44 expands radially outwardly into pressure engage

A stemming construction according to the principles
of this invention is shown in FIG. 1 as it would be

installed in a blast hole 20 having side walls 22, an out
wardly opening mouth 24 and a central axis X1 extend
ing longitudinally of the blast hole 20. An explosive
charge 26, such as ammonium nitrate or any other suit
able blasting agent, is within the blast hole 20 (typically
generally adjacent the bottom of the hole 20). The ex

ment with the side walls 22 of the blast hole 20. The

10

plosive charge 26 is shown for schematic purposes only
and may vary in size or shape. In addition, various

detonators (not shown) may be provided as necessary.
The stemming construction comprises a plug, desig
nated generally at 30, positioned in the blast hole 20
outwardly of the explosive charge 26. Preferably, a slug
28 of particulate stemming material is interposed be

tween the plug 30 and the explosive charge 26 to shield
the plug 30 from the blast forces. The plug 30 comprises
a wedge member 32 and a stabilizing structure 34 on the

wedge member 32. The wedge member 32 tapers in an
relatively narrow end 38 and has a central axis X2 ex
tending endwise with respect to the wedge member 32.
The stabilizing structure 34 extends generally axially
with respect to the wedge member 32 from adjacent the
base 36 of the wedge member 32 toward the mouth 24
of the blast hole 20. As shown in FIG. 1, the plug 30 is
adapted to be positioned in the blast hole 20 with the
base 36 of the wedge member 32 facing inwardly
toward the explosive charge 26, with the narrow end 38
of the wedge member 32 facing outwardly toward the

sleeve 42 should be sufficiently yieldable that it pro
vides no significant resistance to the lateral flow and
compaction of the stemming material 40 away from the
axis X of the blast hole 20, thereby ensuring the neces
sary pressure engagement between the sleeve 42 and the
walls 22 of the blast hole 20, but the sleeve 42 should

also be sufficiently rigid to resist tilting of the wedge

15

20

outward direction from a relatively wide base 36 to a

30

mouth 24 of the blast hole 20, with the central axis X2 of

the wedge member 32 generally coincident with the 35
central longitudinal axis X1 of the blast hole 20, and
with the stabilizing structure 34 in close proximity to
the side walls 22 of the blast hole 20. The stabilizing
structure 34 is engageable with the side walls 22 of the
blast hole 20 for resisting forces tending to tilt the 40
wedge member 32 away from a position in which the
central axis X2 of the wedge member is generally coinci
dent with the central longitudinal axis X of the blast
hole. Particulate stemming material 40 is disposed out
wardly of the wedge member 32. Thus, detonation of 45
the explosive charge 26 in blast hole 20 drives the
wedge member 32 outwardly into the stemming mate
rial 40 to force the stemming material 40 laterally out
wardly toward the side walls 22 of the blast hole 20.
As shown in FIGS. 1-3, the stabilizing structure 34 50
comprises a cylindrical sleeve 42 extending from adja
cent the base 36 of the wedge member 32 generally
axially outwardly toward the mouth 24 of the blast hole
20. As shown, the sleeve 42 is integrally formed (e.g.,
molded) as one piece with the wedge member 32. With 55
the plug 30 positioned in the blast hole 20, the stemming
material 40 fills the sleeve 42. Preferably, the diameter
of the sleeve 42 is only slightly smaller than the diame
ter of the blast hole 20 to keep the plug 30 properly
oriented during insertion of the plug into the blast hole 60
20. Also, the length of the sleeve 42 is preferably at least
equal to the diameter of the blast hole 20 to prevent
tilting of the plug 30 during insertion of the plug 30 into
the blast hole 20. The sleeve 42 has a thin wall 44 which
is sufficiently flexible or yieldable in a generally radial 65
direction that it expands generally radially outwardly
upon detonation of the explosive charge 26. This expan
sion is caused by the laterally outward movement of the

4.

stemming material 40 as the wedge member 32 is driven

member 32 relative to the hole 20. The plug 30 may be
made from a heat and impact-resistant polymer, such as
polystyrene.
The wedge member 32 is preferably conical in shape,
although some other shape such as frustoconical, pyra
midal, or frustopyramidal can be used. Preferably, the
narrow end 38 of the wedge member 32 has a protrusion
46 extending outwardly therefrom. The protrusion 46 is
adapted to engage a tool or rod 47 (shown in phantom
in FIG. 3) used to insert the plug 30 in the blast hole but
removed from the blast hole after the plug 30 is inserted.
The wedge member 32 may be provided with an axial
aperture (not shown) or a peripheral notch (not shown)
for the passage of detonation wires to the explosive
charge 26.
With the stemming construction properly installed in
the blast hole 20, detonation of the explosive charge 26
creates blast gasses that drive the plug 30 outwardly (up
as viewed in FIG. 1). The plug 30 may travel outwardly
as much as three times the diameter of the hole 20. The
outward movement of the wedge member 32 compacts
the stemming material 40 causing the particles to
"bridge" and forces the stemming material 40 laterally
against the sleeve 42 to expand the sleeve 42 into pres
sure engagement with the side walls 22 of the blast hole
20 and thereby lock the sleeve 42 to the side walls 22.
With the plug 30 locked to the side walls 22 of the blast

hole 20, the blast gases act against the surrounding rock
causing a more complete fragmentation of the rock and
therefore more efficient and effective blasting. Also,
during the outward movement of the plug 30, the outer
edge of the expanded sleeve 42 engages any laterally
inwardly jutting blast hole irregularities to further lock
the plug 30 in the blast hole 20.
FIGS. 4 and 4A show an alternative preferred em
bodiment of a blast plug, designated generally at 130,
constructed according to the principles of this inven
tion. The plug 130 has a wedge member 132 and a sleeve
142 and is similar to the blast plug 30 of FIGS. 1-3
except the sleeve 142 is formed as a piece separate from

the wedge member 132. For convenience, correspond

ing parts are numbered the same as those parts shown in
FIGS. 1-3 except the prefix "1" has been added to the
reference numbers. The sleeve 142 has an internal annu
lar groove 148 adjacent its lower edge for receiving the
periphery of the base 136 of the wedge member 132, the
arrangement being such that the wedge member 132
snap fits into the groove 148 prior to insertion of the

plug 130 in the blast hole. Forming the sleeve 142 sepa
rate from the wedge member 132 may be desirable to
reduce the cost of manufacturing a plug. The sleeve 142
may be provided with axial slits (not shown) adjacent
the groove 148 to provide greater sleeve flexibility and
thus facilitate insertion of the wedge member 132 in the
sleeve 142. Also, the wedge member 132 may be bonded

5,247,886
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to the sleeve 142 with a suitable adhesive to resist sepa
ration of the wedge member 132 from the sleeve 142
upon detonation of the explosive charge. Preferably,
the wedge member 132 is made of an impact-resistant
material. However, it is contemplated that the sleeve
142 may be formed of a fragile material, such as card
board, which will resist tilting of the wedge member
132 during insertion of the plug 130 into the blast hole
and will resist tilting of the wedge member 132 prior to
detonation of the explosive charge, but will not substan
tially resist blasting forces tending to tilt the wedge

6
226, and upon detonation. However, the stabilizing
structure 234 may provide no substantial stabilizing
function upon detonation of the explosive charge 226
and still fall within the scope of the present invention.
Although the stabilizing segments 252 are shown to
be generally triangular in shape, it is contemplated that
other shapes may be suitable.
In view of the above, it will be seen that the several

10

member 132.

FIGS. 5-8 show another alternative preferred em
bodiment of a blast plug, designated generally at 230,
constructed according to the principles of this inven

5

tion. Plug 230 includes a wedge member 232 and a
stabilizing structure 234 and is similar to the blast plug
130 of FIGS. 4 and 4A except the stabilizing structure
234 comprises an annular rim 250 and a plurality of
stabilizing segments 252 extending from the rim 250 and 20
spaced laterally from the central axis X3 of the wedge
member 232. For convenience, corresponding parts are
numbered the same as those parts shown in FIGS. 1-3
except the prefix "2" has been added to the reference
numbers.

25

The stabilizing segments 252 are spaced at intervals
around the wedge member 232. As shown in FIG. 5,
each stabilizing segment 252 has an inner end 254 se
cured to the rim 250 and an outer end 256 projecting

outwardly toward the mouth 224 of the blast hole 220.
The segments 252 are resiliently biased laterally out
wardly toward a position in which the outer ends 256
are disposed laterally (radially) outwardly with respect
to the rim 250 (see FIG. 6). The segments flex resiliently
laterally inwardly when the plug 230 is inserted in the
blast hole 220 with the outer ends 256 of the segments
252 being engageable with the walls 222 of the hole 220
for exerting a laterally outward force which properly
orients the plug 230 within the blast hole 220 and resists
outward axial movement of the plug 230 toward the
mouth 224 of the blast hole 220. Preferably, the seg
ments 252 are pointed at their outer ends 256 to dig into
the side walls 222 of the blast hole 220 to further resist
outward axial movement of the plug 230. This configu
ration is particularly advantageous for use in stemming

in FIGS. 4 and 4A, the rim 250 has an internal annular

What is claimed is:

1. A stemming construction for a blast hole having an
explosive charge therein, said blast hole having side
walls, an outwardly opening mouth and a central axis
extending longitudinally of the blast hole, said stem
ming construction comprising:
a wedge member in the blast hole tapering in an out
ward direction from a relatively wide base to a
relatively narrow end and having a central axis
extending endwise with respect to the wedge mem
ber, said wedge member being positioned with its
base facing inwardly toward the explosive charge,
with its narrow end facing outwardly toward the

30

35

45

a downwardly-opening blast hole since the spring-like
engagement of the resilient segments 252 with the side
walls of the blast hole will resist gravitational forces
tending to urge the plug 230 downwardly toward the

mouth of the blast hole. Similar to the sleeve 142 shown

objects of the invention are achieved and other advanta
geous results attained.
As various changes could be made in the above con
structions without departing from the scope of the in
vention, it is intended that all matter contained in the
above description or shown in the accompanying draw
ings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limit
ing sense.

mouth of the blast hole, and with its central axis

generally coincident with the central longitudinal
axis of the blast hole;
a stabilizing structure on the wedge member extend
ing generally axially with respect to the wedge
member from adjacent the base of the wedge mem
ber in close proximity to the side walls of the blast
hole, said stabilizing structure being engageable
with the side walls of the blast hole for resisting
forces tending to tilt the wedge member away from
a position in which the central axis of the wedge
member is generally coincident with the central
longitudinal axis of the blast hole; and
particulate stemming material in the blast hole dis
posed outwardly of the wedge member so that
upon detonation of the explosive charge the wedge
member is adapted to be driven into the stemming
material to force the stemming material laterally
outwardly toward the side walls of the blast hole.
2. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 1

50

groove 246 for receiving the periphery of the base 236
of the wedge member 232. Alternatively, the wedge
member 232 may be integrally formed as one piece with
55
the Tim 250.
Upon detonation of the explosive charge 226, the
plug 230 is driven outwardly toward the mouth 224 of
the blast hole 220. The outward movement of the
wedge member 232 forces the stemming material 240
laterally against the stabilizing segments 252 to force the
segments 252 against the side walls 222 of the blast hole
220. Also, during the outward movement of the plug
230, the pointed outer ends 256 of the stabilizing seg
ments 252 dig into the side walls 222 of the blast hole
220 to further lock the plug 230 in the blast hole 220. 65
It is preferred that the stabilizing structure 234 resists
forces tending to tilt the wedge member 232 during
installation, prior to detonation of the explosive charge

wherein said stabilizing structure comprises a sleeve
extending generally axially with respect to the wedge
member.

3. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 2
wherein said sleeve extends from adjacent the base of
the wedge member outwardly toward the mouth of the

blast hole, said stemming material substantially filling
the sleeve.

4. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 3

wherein the diameter of said sleeve is only slightly

smaller than the diameter of the blast hole.

5. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 4
wherein said sleeve is sufficiently yieldable in a gener
ally radial direction that upon detonation of the explo
sive charge causing the wedge member to be driven into
the stemming material to force the stemming material
laterally against the sleeve, the sleeve is adapted to
expand generally radially outwardly into pressure en
gagement with the side walls of the blast hole.

7
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6. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 1
wherein said stabilizing structure is formed as a piece
separate from the wedge member and is adapted to be
attached to the wedge member prior to insertion of the
wedge member in the blast hole.
7. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 6
wherein said stabilizing structure comprises a sleeve
having an internal annular groove receiving therein the
periphery of the base of the wedge member.
8. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 1

wherein said stabilizing structure comprises a plurality

5

10

8
with the central longitudinal axis of the blast hole;
and
particulate stemming material in the blast hole dis
posed outwardly of the wedge member so that
upon detonation of the explosive charge the wedge
member is adapted to be driven into the stemming
material to force the stemming material laterally
outwardly toward the side walls of the blast hole.
16. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 15

wherein said stabilizing structure extends generally
axially with respect to the wedge member.
17. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 16

of stabilizing segments spaced laterally from the central
axis of said wedge member, each segment being in close wherein said stabilizing structure comprises a sleeve, a
portion of said stemming material substantially filling
proximity to the side walls of the blast hole.
9. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 8: 15 the sleeve.
18. A stemming construction as set-forth in claim 17
wherein each stabilizing segment extends from adjacent
the base of the wedge member toward the mouth of the wherein said sleeve is sufficiently yieldable in a gener
ally radial direction that upon detonation of the explo
blast hole.
10. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 9 20 sive charge causing the wedge member to be driven into
wherein the stabilizing segments are spaced at intervals the stemming material to force the stemming material
laterally against the sleeve, the sleeve is adapted to
around the wedge member.
11. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 9 expand generally radially outwardly into pressure en
wherein each stabilizing segment has an inner end adja gagement with the side walls of the blast hole.
19. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 16
cent the periphery of said base and an outer end project wherein
said stabilizing structure comprises a plurality
ing outwardly toward the mouth of the blast hole, said 25 of
segments spaced laterally form the central
segments being resiliently biased laterally outwardly for axisstabilizing
of
said
wedge
member each segment being in close
engagement of their outer ends against the side walls of proximity to the side
walls of the blast hole.
the blast hole.
20.
A
plug
adapted
for use in stemming a blast hole
12. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 11 30 having an explosive charge
said blast hole hav
wherein said segments are pointed at their outer ends to ing side walls, an outwardlytherein,
opening
mouth and a cen
dig into the side walls of the blast hole thereby to resist tral axis extending longitudinally of the
hole, said
outward axial movement of said wedge member toward plug comprising a wedge member andblast
a
stabilizing
the mouth of the blast hole.
structure on the wedge member, said wedge member
13. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 9 35 tapering
in an outward direction from a relatively wide
wherein said stabilizing structure further comprises an
to a relatively narrow end and having a central axis
annular rim, said segments projecting outwardly from base
extending endwise with respect to the wedge member,
the annular rim.
Said stabilizing structure extending generally axially
14. A stemming construction as set forth in claim 13 with
respect tot he wedge member from adjacent the
wherein said stabilizing structure is formed as a piece 40 base of
the wedge member, said plug being adapted to
separate from the wedge member and is adapted to be be positioned
said blast hole with the base of the
attached to the wedge member prior to insertion of the wedge memberinfacing
inwardly toward the explosive
wedge member in the blast hole, said rim including an charge, with the narrow
end of the wedge member
internal annular groove receiving therein the periphery facing outwardly toward the
mouth of the blast hole,
of the base of the wedge member.
45 with the central axis of the wedge member generally
15. A stemming construction for a blast hole having coincident with the central longitudinal axis of the blast
an explosive charge therein, said blast hole having side hole,
with the stabilizing structure in close proxim
walls, an outwardly opening mouth and a central axis ity toand
the
side walls of the blast hole, said stabilizing
extending longitudinally of the blast hole, said stem structure being
engageable with the side walls of the
ming construction comprising:
50 blast hole for resisting forces tending to tilt the wedge
a wedge member in the blast hole tapering in an out member away from a position in which the central axis
ward direction from a relatively wide base to a of the wedge member is generally coincident with the
relatively narrow end and having a central axis central longitudinal axis of the blast hole, the wedge
extending endwise with respect to the wedge mem member being sufficiently impact-resistant that upon
ber, said wedge member being positioned with its 55 detonation of the explosive charge the wedge member is
base facing inwardly toward the explosive charge, adapted to be driven outwardly into particulate stem
with its narrow end facing outwardly toward the ming material disposed within the blast hole outwardly
mouth of the blast hole, and with its central axis of the wedge member to force the stemming material
generally coincident with the central longitudinal laterally toward the side walls of the blast hole.
axis of the blast hole;
60
21. A plug as set forth in claim 20 wherein said stabi
a stabilizing structure on the wedge member spaced lizing structure comprises a sleeve extending generally
laterally from and surrounding the narrow end of axially with respect to the wedge member.
the wedge member in close proximity to the side
22. A plug as set forth in claim 21 wherein said sleeve
walls of the blast hole, said stabilizing structure is formed as a piece separate form the wedge member
being engageable with the side walls of the blast 65 and is adapted to be attached to the wedge member
hole for resisting forces tending to tilt the wedge prior to insertion of the plug in the blast hole, said
member away from a position in which the central sleeve including an internal annular groove receiving
axis of the wedge member is generally coincident therein the periphery of the base of the wedge member.

5,247,886
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with the central longitudinal axis of the Ulast hole, and

23. A plug as set forth in claim 21 wherein said sleeve
is sufficiently yieldable in a generally radial direction
that after the plug is inserted in the blast hole and upon
detonation of the explosive charge causing the wedge
member to be driven into stemming material to force
the stemming material laterally against the sleeve, the
sleeve is adapted to expand generally radially out
wardly into pressure engagement with the side walls of

with the stabilizing structure in close proximity to the
side walls of the blast hole, said stabilizing structure
being engageable with the side walls of the blast hole
for resisting forces tending to tilt the wedge member

the blast hole.

24. A plug as set forth in claim 20 wherein said stabi O
lizing structure comprises a plurality of stabilizing seg
ments spaced laterally from the central axis of said
wedge member.
25. A plug as set forth in claim 24 wherein each stabi
lizing segment has an inner end adjacent the periphery 5
of said base and an outer end projecting outwardly
toward the mouth of the blast hole when the plug is
positioned in the blast hole, said segments being resil
iently biased laterally outwardly for engagement of
their outer ends against the side walls of the blast hole. 20
26. A plug adapted for use in stemming a blast hole
having an explosive charge therein, said blast hole hav
ing side walls, an outwardly opening mouth and a cen
tral axis extending longitudinally of the blast hole, said
plug comprising a generally solid wedge member and a 25
stabilizing structure on the wedge member, said wedge
member tapering in an outward direction form a rela
tively wide base t a relatively narrow end and having a
central axis extending endwise with respect to the
wedge member, said stabilizing structure being spaced 30
laterally from and surrounding the narrow end of the
wedge member, said plug being adapted to be posi
tioned in said blast hole with the base of the wedge
member facing inwardly toward the explosive charge,
with the narrow end of the wedge member facing out
wardly toward the mouth of the blast hole, with the
central axis of the wedge member generally coincident
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away from a position in which the central axis of the
wedge member is generally coincident with the central
longitudinal axis of the blast hole, the wedge member
being sufficiently impact-resistant that upon detonation

of the explosive charge the wedge member is adapted to

be driven outwardly into particulate stemming material
disposed within the blast hole outwardly of the wedge
member to force the stemming material laterally toward
the side walls of the blast hole.

27. A plug as set forth in claim 26 wherein said stabi

lizing structure is adapted for surrounding stemming

material when said plug is positioned in the blast hole.
28. A plug as set forth in claim 27 wherein said stabi
lizing structure comprises a sleeve extending generally
axially with respect to the wedge member, said sleeve
being adapted to be filled with stemming material after
the plug is inserted in the blast hole.
29. A plug as set forth in claim 28 wherein said sleeve
is sufficiently yieldable in a generally radial direction
that after the plug is inserted in the blast hole and upon
detonation of the explosive charge causing the wedge
member to be driven into the stemming material to
force the stemming material laterally against the sleeve,
the sleeve is adapted to expand generally radially out
wardly into pressure engagement with the side walls of
the blast hole.

30. A plug as set forth in claim 27 wherein said stabi

lizing structure comprises a plurality of separate stabi
lizing segments spaced laterally from the central axis of
said wedge member. k sk k k k
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